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RICHARD ARENS algebra.
By a topological algebra A we shall mean a linear algebra over the complex numbers C which is a locally convex topological linear space with the property that each compact set lies in some compact convex set, and in which the multiplication
A x A-^ A , (x,y)->xy
is continuous. Banach algebra are the outstanding examples. The condition involving the compactness is included in the definition so that the existence of the Riemann integral of a continuous function will be assured.
Let A be a commutative topological algebra with unit (written 1). The case in which A = C is a special, but not trivial case from the point of view of this section.
Let V be an open subset of C n , and / a continuous A-valued function defined on V. We shall say / is holomorphic on V, in symbols / e Hoi (V, A), if t°f is holomorphic in the usual sense for every linear continuous functional | of A [4, 92] . Now let w l9 • • •, w n be n elements of A. We shall say that an open set V of C n is an elementary resolvent set for w l9 • • •, w n if there exist functions q l9 • • •, q n e Hoi (V, A),
2.1
ZQiQ<>)(\ -Wi) = l Xe V.
The union of all elementary resolvent sets is an open set which we call the resolvent set, and denote by p(w; A). Here 'w' is, as it often shall be, an abbreviation for '(w lf •••, w»)'« The complement of p(w; A) denoted by
T(W; A)
we call the analytic joint spectrum of (w l9 •••,w n ). It is a closed set.
The joint spectrum
a(w; A)
may be defined as the set of all X = (X l9 • • •, X n ) e C n for which there do not exist b u • • •, b n e A such that
2.22
I(w t -Xi)bi = 1 (See [6, 2] .) Thus <j(w; A) c z{w\ A).
For A a Banach algebra a(w; A) = r(w; A)
. Indeed, starting with 2.22, one sees that has an inverse /(/*), fi in a neighborhood V of X and fe Hol(F, A). Thus q^fi) = -bifift) yields the g* for which 2.1 holds. T&ese g^ are evidently rational
functions. An open set Fc C n , together with q u • • •, q n e Hoi (F, A), such that 2.1 holds will be called an elementary resolvent system. Now suppose we have N elementary resolvent systems for the n-tuple 2.3 {<?*, K:a-1,2, -, JV; i = l,-,n}.
For an ordered subset a: = (a^ • (this is an n rowed determinant), and this Q a e HoUF*, A). We want to study the symmetry properties of the system of functions 
However, the holomorphism of the forms Q a has another consequence. were X,^ = X { if fc< is of type j, and 0 otherwise. Clearly
The main object of this section is as follows. Proof. Let us linearly order the indices a, placing the shorter ones before the longer, and ordering lexicographically those of each given length. Let us also order the elements of K. If G = {g a } =£ H -{h a } then there is a first index a such that g a =£ h a . We treat first the case where a has length 0, i.e., g ^ h. Then there must be a first cell k (in the ordering of K) that occurs in g -h, with a non zero coefficient X. Now fc must lie in some K e . We make a new system G' as follows. Let {k a } be formed by an application of 3.4. Let g* = g<* -Xk a . This system is immediately equivalent to G, and g f agrees with h as far as k and its predecessors is concerned. By a repetition of this process we reach a system G (p) in which g {p) = h, and which is equivalent to G. Now consider the case in which a = a Q a 1^-a m has positive length. Let k be the first cell of K that occurs with non-zero coefficient X in g a -ha. As before, we construct an auxiliary system to be added to G. We shall call it {l y }. For 7 of length less than m + 1 we set l y = 0. Besides 3.33, we have l y c K ttQ (and indeed, also K b ) . This shows that {l y } is immediately equivalent to 0, and that
is immediately equivalent to G. Moreover, it agrees with H for all indices preceding a and in a as far as not only the predecessors of Jc, but also Jc itself, is concerned.
The reader will surely appreciate that these combinatorial devices can be installed in an inductive argument serving to establish 3.5.
The intent of our definition of 'equivalence' is to be shown in the following theorem in which K is a finite complex, K l9 • • •, K N9 subcomplexes of K, just as they always have been in this section, but for the coefficients in the homology theory we presuppose some vector space A over the rational numbers (e.g., a Banach algebra!).
3.6 THEOREM. Suppose that for each (3 = (b l9 
Let G = {g a } be a system of chains satisfying 3.33-3.36 (such systems exist, by 3.3.) Then the value of
n\ depends only on g, and in fact only on g outside of K
Proof. In an obvious sense, the sum 3.63 depends additively on the system G = {g a }. Any two such systems G and
Therefore it suffices to show that 3.63, or a)(g) as we denote that sum, is 0 when G is immediately equivalent to 0. Then it will be clear that co(g) depends merely on g, etc.
Accordingly, we suppose that for some e, 1 g e ^ N, each g a for a of length n -1 lies in K e .
We shall abbreviate 3.62 in the same spirit as 2.5. Let 7 = eft where ft has length n. Then dy -ft -e0/3, and sincê > 97 = 0 we obtain 
This establishes 3.6.
4. The operational calculus. Let A be a commutative topological -algebra over C, with unit. Let w l9 • • •, w n be w elements of A.
Let if be a finite polyhedral-cell complex in C n , and K u • • •, iTŝ ubcomplexes. Let g be a sum of non-overlapping 2^-cells of K (each oriented so as to agree with the natural orientation of C n = R 2n ). Let {g a } be a system satisfying 3.33-3.36, thus related to g via 3.35. Now let A c U be subsets of C n such that g 'covers' A but is 'included' in U. Then we call {g a } a contour system in U surrounding A. For n = 1, <7i + • • • + g N would be a polygonal contour in U winding once around A, suitable for the path of integration of Cauchy's integral.
Let {g a } be such a contour system. In terms of the same N and n, let {q ai : We now introduce the main object (J A ) of our study, in a lemma whose proof involves combinatorial results of § 3. 
For the Q a , see 2.4, 2.31.
Proof.
We have already shown that such compatible pairs 4.04, 4.05 exist, so at least one such integral can be formed. We shall now show that all such integrals (with a given /) have the same value in A. Suppose we have on the one hand is another compatible pair of systems, giving rise to an integral (we denote the numerical factor by c)
cl \ GaiffQad
We don't need to suppose that the q ai are constant. --a m = h ai -N,--,a m -N , and when some a* ^ AT, we let &«!..•a TO = 0. We define*^ = 0 for^ZV^ a ^ iV" (see 4.14) .
Let M a (a = 1, • • •, N") be defined as K a when a tOk N, and L a -N when N < a ^ JV". It is not hard to see that the systems {g*}, {p ai } (enlarged index family) are compatible, and give rise to an integral with the same value as 4.13. Also, the systems {&»}, {p ai } are compatible, and they give rise to an integral with the same value as 4.18. Consider next the cocyles (see 2.6) in M:
(formed with the enlarged index system). Notice thatg -
Hence by 3.6, a)(g) = Q){k). Hence the integrals 4.13 and 4.18 are equal. We may thus unambiguously define J A by 4.13. It clearly has all the properties required.
In 4.4 we shall show that this J A preserves products as well.
We shall turn to a covariance property, whose setting we now describe.
Let A and B be two topological algebras, commutative and with unit 1. 
T™(a) = (Tfa), • •., T(a w )) -L(b) .
On these hypotheses we have
LEMMA. If U -A lies in p(a; A) V -F lies in p(b; J3), and for f e Hoi (U, A) we have T[J(A, U, a, A)(f)] = J(r, V, 6, B){TofoL)
Proof. If ft e V-P then X = L(ft) e U -A so that p t holomorphic near X can be found such that Spifa -a x ) -1 (z { is the ith coordinate function) near X. Applying T, and using 4.23, we obtain
being the transpose of L. These #< are holomorphic near ft, so that ft e jO(6, J5). We now set up an integral for J A (f) = J(^, ?7, a, (the index 'a' on p ai is not to be confused with the a e A n \). We apply T to this and then change the variable of integration by z = L(w). This changes / to TfL, and p ai to L'Tp ai . The new chains L"
x g a do not have density 1, but the factor needed to bring this about is exactly provided by the jacobian dz/dw. The reader not acquainted with the transformation of such integrals [10, 88] is invited to consider only the case L = 1 which is really enough for our purposes. On the other hand, a much more complex situation is also conceivable: the case of L being a non-singular analytic mapping. But this would require more familiarity with integration in complex manifolds than we wish to require. This completes our sketch of the proof of 4.3.
Several corollaries are deducible from 4.3, all involving L = 1. We always suppose A a non-void compact, and U a neighborhood of J, in C\
COROLLARY. Suppose U -Ad p(a u • • •,a n ; A) and let r be that part of r(a; A) which lies in A. Suppose r is not void, and let V be a neighborhood of r in U. Then

J{A y U, a, A)(f) -J(T, V, a, A)(f) .
COROLLARY. If A is a subalgebra of B, and a u • • •, a n e A and U -A c p(a; A), then U -A c p(a; B) and J(A, U, a lf • • •, a n , A)(f) = J(A, U,a lf --., a n ; B)(f) for fe Hoi (U, A).
COROLLARY. Let gbea continuous linear functional of A, which is multiplicative. Let X be the point (|(#i), •"» H a n)), where U -A a P(a>i, • • •, <V, A). Let f e Hoi (U, A). Then
Proof. In the first plane, f(a) = X must fall into the joint spectrum <j{a\ A), so if X 0 A then X e U. Select a point /u e A, taking /* = X if X e J, and arbitrarity otherwise.
We have f: A-*.C, a situation to which 4.3 can be applied, with the result that
£[J(A, U, a, A)(f)] = J(A, U, X,
where $ = |o/e Hol(J7, C). Using 4.31 twice, we obtain for the right hand side R of 4.34
R = J(ft, U, X, €)(</>) .
Consider the system of elementary resolvent systems q ai = S ai (^^ -a^1 where 8 ai is the Kronecker symbol. As # take an 2w-cube with [i as center and so small that g lies in U, and let g n ... n be the product of their boundaries in the several coordinate planes. This obviously compatible pair gives rise to the classical representation This establishes 4.33. The Cauchy-Weil integral formula, in the weaker, but more intelligible form, in which one integrates not over a subset of the boundary of a polyedre [8] A, but over an ordinary polyhedron in a neighborhood U of A, can be deduced from 4.1 and 4.33. We consider the matter.
A compact subset A of an open subset U of C n is called Hoi (U, C)-convex if for z e U -A there exists and p e Hoi (U, C) such that p(z) = 1, but I p(X) I < 1 for X e J.
Suppose p 6 Hol(i7, C). Suppose that U is convex, or that p is a polynomial, or that U is a domain of holomorphy [3] . Then 4.35 there exist p l9 •.., p n e Hoi (C/ x C7, C) swcft £fca£ /or X, fxe U 9 p(X) -p{fi) = ^(X, /*)(X; -#)• (See [3] .)
Suppose U is a neighborhood of the compact subset A of C n . Let A(A, U) be the closure of Hoi (17, C) in C{A,C). Then A{A, U) is a Banach algebra with the maximum modulus norm. Let z = (z lf • • •, z n ) be the coordinate functions in C n . We now relate these concepts. 
is a domain of holomorphy and lies in U. In this theorem, the q ai (X) contain the parameter in an analytic way. If we ask for an integral representation for / e Hoi (U, C) on A in terms of values on U -A, without requiring that q a i(X) depend analytically on X, we can do without the special form of A (4.381). 
Proof.
Let A = <^(A, C). Then w u *-,w n eA where w t is the restriction of z % to A, and a(w; A) = A as is well known. Hence, when
Therefore there is a neighborhood V(fi) such that
Select fi lf • • •, [i N such that the V a = F(/* o ) cover the frontier of some neighborhood of A in U. We define which is to say This is holomorphic on F a indeed rational for each X. Thus the form ®*(f, Qatfa)) is holomorphic on V a . (On the other hand the q ai depend continuously on X). We now continue as in the proof of 4.38, beginning with the words "a contour system {g a } can be found", and the result is 4.382. It is remarkable that although the parameter X does not appear holomorphically in the forms Q a (f 9 q a ifa)) 9 the result of the integration yields something which does depend holomorphically on X.
We digress at this point to deduce from our results those propositions on which Waelbrock bases his symbolic calculus. This digression ends with 4.395. Proof. Examine the integral representation 4.382: 
Let ( 
<K\ f*) =
The contour-system in 4.45 is {g^} where (^ = g a x g p (3.34-3 .36 have to be verified, and this can be done, starting with [10, 365, (1) 
]).
We now shrink the A x A in 4.45 to the smaller set A 1 = {(X, X) : X e A}. This change is justified by the fact that there is no point of the spectrum cr(a; A) in A x A -A u as we shall now check. Let (X, fx) e A x A -A x . Then either X -p. $ A or X ^= //. In the first case there exist q lf • • •, q n e Hoi (V, A) such that
on the neighborhood V of X e C\ These g z can be extended in a trivial way to be Holomorphic on V x C n which is a neighborhood of (X, X). Thus (X, X) e p{a\ A). In the latter case, there is an i such that X^ ^ ft t . Then the relation valid in a neighborhood of (X, fx) 9 show that (X, [£) e p(a, A) .
We now introduce the linear mapping L: The left side here is equal to R (4.44). The U lf V ± are some neighborhoods of A lf F. To evaluate the right side of 4.47, we choose a contoursystem g a x ftp where g a are those we began with, and h? is a classical box-like arrangement as in 4.341, the fx in which is be replaced by O n . This is a contour-system surrounding F = A x {OJ. The product of Cauchy-kernels that goes with this classical integral representation we may denote by Q^).
Thus we obtain = c 2 z\ \ A(* Here let us integrate first with respect to f. By Cauchy's integral theorem, we obtain
which is c7j(/i/a), as we intended to show. Two remarks are in order. First, J A (1) is an idempotent element which is a relative unit for all elements J(A, U, w, A)(f), f e Hoi (U, A), U - A c p(a; A) . Second, the homomorphism property for algebras A which are semi-simple in the sense that for a =£ 0 e A there is a continuous complex linear-algebra-homomorphism £ such that £(a) =£ 0, follows already from 4.33.
The 
while taking B -A, and T -I. Inserting this into the product, we obtain J A {f) -w 19 thus proving 4.62. Remark: Waelbrock [7, 147] notices the relevance of the condition (z -w)-1 -> 0 uniformly as z -> 0 to the operational calculus, and points out that it follows from (z -wY 1 is bouned for z in some neighborhood of infinity. Still weaker growth conditions have the same effect. It is natural to ask [8, 174] whether in 4.6 the mapping J A is characterized by the properties 4.61-4.63. We do not know, but it seems unlikely. Sufficient conditions may be obtained as follows. Let B be the algebra Hoi (z/, A) and make some hypothesis about A and w lf • • •, w n such that T(Z 19 • • •, z n ; B) c A. Then for f e B we have an integral representation for J{A, z, B)(f), approximable by rational functions in z (coefficients in A). By 4.33, the element thus represented (and approximated) is / itself. Hence J A {f) is determined by the conditions 4.61-4.63.
For a compact subset A of C n we define Hoi (A, A) as the direct limit of the Hoi {U, A), for those open Uu A, and topologize Hoi (A, A) accordingly [7, 8] . Following the pattern of [8] , we can, on the hypothesis of 4.31, construct a linear continuous homomorphic mapping For / e Hoi (r(a; A), A), the element J(a, B){f) A is independent of the superalgebra B ZD A. We may denote it by /(a). In order that/(a) make sense, one needs to know that / is holomorphic on r(a ly • • •, a nj A 0 ) for some algebra A o containing these elements.
We haven't made any search through the literature to see where the idea of making holomorphic A-valued functions into operators may have been used before, but an example has come to our attention, namely G. Lumer and M. Rosenbloom, Linear operator equations^ Proc. Amer. Math. Soc, 10, (1959) , 32-41; see the top line of page 36.
5. Banach algebras, and their inverse limits. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra over C, with unit. A' denotes the dual linear space: we consider it under the weak topology a(A\ A). The class of homomorphisms, 0 excepted, in A! we denote by A! n Horn. This is compact. The kernels of the f e A! n Horn are the maximal ideals of A. The joint spectrum a(a ly • • •, a nj A) of an ordered set a = (a lt • • •, a n ) e A n of elements of A may be defined either as
